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Abstract:
Introduction:
In the present study, we investigated the efficacy of cognitive interventions in reducing reported pain
intensity as well as modifying heart rate or oxygen saturation level in children with cancer during lumbar
puncture or intrathecal injection. Moreover, we studied the relationship between the reported pain
intensity and changes in heart rate and oxygen saturation level resulting from lumbar puncture or
intrathecal injection.
Material and Methods:
This is a clinical trial using a pretest-posttest design with control group. 41 child-parent pairs were
selected and randomly assigned to two groups. The children were visited twice; on first visit, both groups
received routine care. On second visit, the experiment group received cognitive interventions and the
second group received routine care. Data were collected using a demographic questionnaire, Oucher’s
self-report pain intensity scale, and pulse oximeter. We used analysis of covariance and Pearson’s
correlation to analyze the data.
Results:
Our findings indicate that the interventions efficiently reduce reported pain intensity, lower heart rate and
increase blood oxygen saturation level during lumbar puncture or intrathecal injection. We also found a
significant positive correlation between reported pain intensity and changes in heart rate, and a significant
negative relationship between reported pain intensity and changes in oxygen saturation level.
Conclusion:
Cognitive interventions are efficient for reducing reported pain intensity, lowering heart rate and
increasing oxygen saturation level during lumbar puncture or intrathecal injection. We recommend
cognitive interventions to be used during this painful procedure to manage pain and minimize physiologic
changes resulting from lumbar puncture.
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Introduction:
Cancer is a painful, chronic disease (1).
About half of children with cancer
experience its associated pain during
diagnosis of active therapeutic procedures
(2, 3). Previous studies suggest that pain
resulting from medical procedures and
therapy is a greater challenge for these

patients compared to the pain resulting from
the disease itself (4, 5). Painful medical
interventions constitute an inevitable reality
that must be encountered from birth to death
(6). This type of pain, however, must
necessarily be fought against (7). Children
with cancer undergo many painful medical
procedures such as lumbar puncture – LP (8,
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9), which is particularly painful (10). Pain
resulting from diagnostic and therapeutic
procedures for cancer falls in the category of
acute pains, which leads to somatic and
autonomous responses such as profuse
perspiration, elevated blood pressure, and
increased heart rate, respiration rate and
oxygen intake (11). There is sufficient data
indicating that non-invasive measurement of
heart rate and blood oxygenation via skin
provides a valid indirect estimate of pain
intensity. Heart rate is the most universally
used biologic scale for quantifying pain in
newborns and infants as it rises generally in
response to invasive medical procedures.
The level of hemoglobin oxygen saturation,
as measured via skin, falls during painful
procedures, such as lumbar puncture (12,
13). Heart rate has been repeatedly used as a
physiologic sympathizer of acute pain
intensity (14). Using the changes in base
levels of physiologic parameters, e.g. heart
rate or respiratory rate, we may deduce the
presence or intensity of pain indirectly (15).
Different studies have indicated the
relationship between pain and physiological
parameters. Tousignant-Laflamme et al
investigated the relationship between heart
rate and pain perception to find a significant
correlation between heart rate and pain
intensity and pain complaint (16). Moeltner
et al studied the heart rate response to
painful thermal stimuli and discovered that
stimuli with greater intensity induce a
greater elevation in mean heart rate (17).
Studies dealing with postsurgical pain have
used cardiovascular measurements to
document
pain
and
efficiency of
psychological interventions. Patients who
had received confrontational psychological
training had lower blood pressure and heart
rate compared to those who had not been
trained (14).
Improving the survival rate of children
suffering from cancer rests on using very
aggressive therapy protocols. Despite these

advancements, the children require extra
support in order to be able to tolerate
adverse effects, including pain, resulting
from therapy (1). Pain is deleterious for
children’s health (18) and unless alleviated
properly, it will bring about harmful
physical and psychological outcomes (19).
Simultaneous use of medical and nonmedical approaches is the cornerstone of
pediatric pain management (7). Non-medical
interventions are used extensively for pain
management (20). Among these, cognitivebehavioral interventions meet the criteria of
acute pain management in pediatrics, as
supported by experimental evidence (21).
Previous studies indicate that using
distraction as a cognitive approach
diminished pain (6). Distracting the attention
appropriately, when the child’s attention is
completely absorbed into an activity or
subject unrelated to pain, is an active
process by which nervous responses
resulting from tissue injury are suppressed
(22).
Another
principal
cognitive
intervention is to provide the child with
information about pain and simple coping
skills, based on the child’s age. When a
child is properly aware of what is going to
happen to them and the associated feelings,
he/she will have an improved understanding
of pain, gain better control over it and
diminish his/her discomfort and pain (14).
Preparing the child and his/her family is an
important measure for reducing pain in
procedures using needle (23).
Considering the deleterious effects of pain
on children’s health, and the role of acute
pain in modifying physiological parameters
such as heart rate and blood oxygen
saturation level, as well as the shortage of
Iranian studies dealing with psychological
management of acute pain during LP, the
question
rises
whether
non-medical
interventions
(e.g.
preparation
and
distraction) may reduce acute pain and its
ensuing physiological changes. The purpose
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of the present study is to investigate the
effects of cognitive interventions on
reported pain intensity, heart rate and
oxygen saturation level of children with
cancer during lumbar puncture or intrathecal
injection (LP/IT), as well as to study the
relationship between pain intensity reported
by the child and changes in heart rate or
blood oxygen saturation level during LP/IT.
Material and Methods:
After acquisition of necessary permits, the
study was conducted in two healthcare
centers of Mofid Pediatric Hopsital and
Mahak Hospital facilities. Our study
population consisted of all children with
different types of cancer (blood cancer,
lymphoma, central nervous system tumors
or musculoskeletal tumors) who referred to
Mahak Hospital facilities (affiliated with the
charity organization for supporting cancer
children) or Mofid Pediatric Teaching
Hospital in Tehran for the purpose of lumbar
puncture or intrathecal injection. The
children were randomly selected for both
groups in terms of their cancer type or
number of LP/IT. Once the eligible children
(in terms of age) were identified, the
researchers were introduced to the parents
and explained the study and its objectives to
them. Parents who agreed for participation
in the study expressed their written informed
consent. The parents were also asked to
consult with the children for participation in
the study. We used objective sampling and
calculated a sample size of 41 children for
our study. Each child-parent pair was
randomly assigned to either the experiment
or the control groups. Our participants
consisted of 21 (51.2%) girls and 20
(48.8%) boys. 21 child-parent pairs were
assigned to the experiment group, and 20
pairs to the control group. The mean age of
children was 78.20 months (with standard
deviation of 15.884 months) which is equal
to six years and half. The inclusion criteria

were 5-8 years of age, cancer diagnosis,
referral to the healthcare center for LP/IT,
lack of any previous psychological
intervention for pain management, lack of
other chronic systemic diseases, and using
topical anesthetic cream prior to the
procedure. The exclusion criteria were
parent’s presence during LP/IT, use of
systemic analgesics such as midazolam
(outside standard healthcare routine), and
congenital disorders such as heart failure,
asthma and diabetes due to the possibility of
their affecting the physiological parameters.
Our clinical trial used a pretest-posttest
design with control group. The experimental
intervention
(parent’s
briefing
and
preparation booklet, distracting the child
during LP/IT through displaying a cartoon,
solving a maze or coloring a short story
coloring book) was applied only to the
experiment group so that we could
investigate the effect of these cognitive
interventions on reported pain intensity,
heart rate and blood oxygen saturation level
of children who underwent the painful
procedure of LP/IT.
Data collection tools consisted of a
questionnaire developed by the authors to
collect demographic characteristics (age,
sex, diagnosis, etc) and inclusion criteria,
Oucher’s self-report pain scale, and pulse
oximeter. Oucher’s scale is a poster
comprised of two scales: for older children,
it uses a 0-10 or 0-100 scale, and for
younger children, it uses a pictographic
scale with six pictures on the right and the
numbers 0-10 on the left. On a 0-10 scale,
the number uttered by the child designates
his/her pain score. On the pictogram, the
picture selected by the child must be
translated to its numerical even value,
ranging from 0-10: the lowest picture = 0;
second picture = 2; third picture = 4; fourth
picture = 6; fifth picture = 8; and sixth
picture = 10. There are currently 5 versions
of Oucher’s scale. Due to the unknown
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reliability of the Asian scale, and the facial
similarity of Oucher’s Spanish version to
Iranian children, as well as the known
reliability of this version, we used the
Spanish version in our study. Content
validity of the Spanish version is equal to
0.65 using Kendall’s coefficient of
concordance and p < 0.001. Beyer et al
reported the reliability of Oucher’s scale to
be equal to 0.912 for the pictogram and
0.984 for the numerical scale, assuming p =
0.000 (24).
Pulse oximeter is a device for constant
monitoring of heart rate and arterial oxygen
saturation level. It measures hemoglobin
saturation with oxygen, which is normally
between 95% and 100%. Measurements are
made by placing a sensor on a vascular bed
with pulsating arterioles. A monitor then
displays heart rate and oxygen saturation
level (25).
In order to collect data, the researchers
attended the healthcare centers on a daily
basis from February 7, 2010 to July 6, 2010.
After obtaining permission for the study
from Shahid Beheshti University of Medical
Sciences and authorities of the healthcare
centers, as well as informed consent of the
child and the caregiver, we initially gathered
the data pertaining to demographic
information and inclusion criteria. The
children were individually visited twice. On
first visit, both groups received the routine
care – topical cream before procedure and a
prize after procedure. At the end of the first
visit, a briefing booklet was submitted to
parents, containing information regarding
pediatric pain management and a story about
LP/IT. The parents were required to study
the information, read the story out loud for
the child and have him/her color the
schemes during the interval between the first
and second visits. On second visit, children
in the experiment group were provided with
distraction measures, i.e. a maze (in the
waiting hall prior to painful procedure) and

a cartoon (during painful procedure), while
children in the control group received the
routine care. On each visit, pain intensity
was measured 3-5 minutes after procedure.
Physiological measurements were made
twice (prior to procedure and on needle
entry on second visit) using pulse oximetry.
Data collected from pretest and posttest of
the experiment and control groups were
analyzed using analysis of covariance. We
used Pearson’s correlation to study the
relationship between pain intensity and
physiological
changes.
Our
ethical
considerations included provision of
comprehensive information to the parent
about the aim of the study and the parents
and children’s responsibilities, parents’
deliberate consent for participation in the
study expressed in written, children’s
consent for participation in the study
obtained with parents’ help, and parents and
children’s freedom to quit the study at any
point.
Results:
The results of inferential analysis of data are
presented in tables 1, 2, and 3. Distribution
of means and standard deviations of
variables (table 1) indicates that reported
pain intensity diminished significantly for
the experiment group. Moreover, the two
groups were significantly different in terms
of heart rate and blood oxygen saturation
level.
Our findings indicate that the impact of
cognitive interventions is significant. In
other words, the difference in heart rate and
oxygen saturation of the two groups during
LP/IT is statistically significant (p <
0.0001). The findings in tables 1 and 2 show
that the interventions were efficient in
reducing repoted pain intensity, lowering
heart rate and improving oxygen saturation
during LP/IT.
The results of Pearson’s correlation (table 3)
indicate a significant positive correlation
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between reported pain intensity and changes
in heart rate, as well as a significant negative
correlation between reported pain intensity

and changes in oxygen saturation level at
P<0.0001.

Table 1: Distribution of mean and standard deviation of variables of reported pain intensity, heart rate and oxygen saturation level
on posttest
Variables
Pain Intensity
Heart Rate
Oxygen Saturation level

Experiment Group
Mean (Standard Deviation)
2.00 (2.449)
128.86 (13.983)
96.76 (1.411)

Control Group
Mean (Standard Deviation)
4.40 (2.393)
149.15 (19.653)
93.50 (2.646)

Table 2: Summary of analysis of covariance of variables of pain intensity and changes in heart rate and oxygen saturation level
during LP/IT
Group Effect for Variables
Reported Pain Intensity
Heart Rate
Oxygen Saturation Level

Sum of
squares
89.179
806.028
72.487

Degree of
freedom
1
1
1

Mean of
squares
89.179
806.028
72.487

F
30.412
10.115
18.539

Level of
significance
0.000
0.003
0.000

Table 3: Summary of correlation coefficients for study variables
Study Variables
Reported Pain Intensity and Changes in Heart Rate
Reported Pain Intensity and Changes in Oxygen Saturation Level

Correlation Coefficient
0.797*
-0.0598*

Level of Significance
0.000
0.000
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* Correlation is significant at p < 0.01 (2 domains).

Conclusion:
The present study investigates the impact of
cognitive interventions (child distraction and
preparation of child and parent) on reported
pain intensity and changes in heart rate and
oxygen saturation level of children with
cancer who undergo lumbar puncture or
intrathecal injection. There is solid, copious
study literature supporting the efficiency of
cognitive interventions (particularly the
distraction strategy) in reducing pain for
procedures involving needle use. Since
children are more susceptible to suggestion
and confide in others more than adults, they
usually respond well to psychological
strategies which distract their attention from
pain or reframe their pain. We know that
anticipating a horrifying event is often more
agonizing than the event itself. There is
extensive
research
indicating
that
appropriate preparation of an individual,
considerably diminishes the pain resulting
from the expected noxious stimulus. It is

well established that preparing a child for an
impending procedure improves anxiety
significantly and thus reduces the pain (26).
Cohen et al used distraction in the form of
game and managed to modify physiological
and behavioral parameters resulting from
newborns’ pain (27). Richards et al
conducted a study on the effect of music
therapy on perception and manifestations of
pain and anxiety and patient satisfaction to
discover that pain, anxiety, blood pressure
and heart rate diminished in the experiment
group (28). Prabhakar et al used audio and
audio-visual distraction techniques to
manage anxiety in pediatric dentistry; they
concluded that there is a significant
difference between the control and audiovisual distraction groups in terms of heart
rate and oxygen saturation level (29). Our
findings regarding the efficiency of
cognitive interventions in reducing reported
pain intensity and changing heart rate and
oxygen saturation level are consistent with
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those of the mentioned studies. In order to
justify these findings, it must be noted that
attention is defined as “the mechanism for
separating
desired
and
undesired
information” (30) and it is the primary
mechanism by which a painful stimulus
achieves awareness (6). The pain relieving
property of distraction may be accounted for
by the cognitive theory of limited attention
capacity. Reception of a noxious stimulus is
considered a non-automatic process
requiring effort, thus necessitating attention
for discovering it (30). It is presumed that
pain perception is not a fully automatic
process and involves cognitive processing. If
the child’s attention for attention is limited
or another activity competes sufficiently
with the painful stimulus, then theory
dictates that perception of the noxious
stimulus as painful shall be modified (31). It
appears that cognitive strategies which
divert an individual’s attention from harmful
and threatening situations towards neutral or
pleasant ones may prevent the painful
stimulus to attain awareness (32). Consistent
with this theory, mazes and cartoons offered
to children managed to distract them before
and during procedure, thereby reducing
reported pain intensity.
Different
studies
demonstrate
the
relationship between pain and physiological
parameters (16). In response to pain, heart
rate elevates and blood oxygen saturation
level falls (33). Our findings corroborate this
statement and are in line with findings of
Turk and Melzack (14), TousignantLaflamme et al (16) and Moeltner et al (17).
To account for these findings, we may point
out the role of the autonomous nervous
system
in
making
physiological
modifications resulting from painful stimuli.
Danger and threat signals are transmitted to
hypothalamus and travel along the spinal
cord through sympathetic pathways.
Ultimately, some nerve fibers activate
certain organs, such as those inducing

stimulation. These organs increase their
function in order to prepare for fighting or
escaping. Simultaneously, the activities
which are not required for response will
decline. Thus, a danger or threat signal
elevates heart rate and blood pressure,
increases oxygen intake and perspiration,
dilates pupils and boosts glycogen
metabolism in muscles (34). Children
undergoing painful medical procedures
manifest similar responses, indicating
mental pressure. Consequently, children’s
pain and discomfort may be evaluated as
reflected in changes of physiological
parameters (1, 15).
Anxiety and discomfort resulting from acute
pain boosts the release of corticosteroids,
glucagon, catecholamines, and growth
hormone. These changes increase heart rate
and pumping power (thus increasing the
need for oxygen) on one hand, and constrict
vessels (thus compromising tissue perfusion
and oxygenation) on the other. The change
in pulmonary ventilation also contributes to
development or aggravation of hypoxemia
in pain. This situation results in reduced
oxygen saturation level (35). Considering
the relationship between acute pain and
blood oxygen saturation level, cognitive
interventions
may
improve
tissue
oxygenation and prevent or alleviate
hypoxemia (table 3). Preparing or distracting
the child may reduce the chemical and
physiological changes resulting from lumbar
puncture or intrathecal injection through
diminishing his/her anxiety and discomfort.
Considering the efficiency of cognitive
interventions in reducing reported pain
intensity and heart rate and increasing
oxygen saturation level in children with
cancer undergoing lumbar puncture or
intratechal injection, they may be
recommended for this painful procedure. In
general, since these interventions improve
acute pain, they may be modified or
amended to be used for comforting pain and
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anxiety in children who suffer from other
acute or chronic medical or dental
conditions which require painful diagnostic
or therapeutic procedures.
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